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Introduction 
The paper suggests for sensiti,-ity iuyestigations of linear control systems 
the generalized root-locus method. In this case the effect of parameter-varieties 
of the open loop system can be immediately described with the variety of the 
dynamic characteristics of the closed loop system. The paper is generalizing 
the usual root-locus method. The method is presented for the cases when one 
of the time-constants or one of the damping ratios or one of the second order 
time-constants of the system changes within a wide range. The effect of the 
gain changes can be indicated by the usual root-loci. The paper presents 
examples for a quick adaptation of the suggested method on the special purpose 
analogue computer named POLCOlVIP built in Hungary. 
1. The generalized root-locus method 
Root-locus method to analyse gain sensitivity of a control system is a 
U8ual procedure. In this case the feedback is negative and the overall gain 
(or the gain of a block) changes for the range of positiYe yalues 0 < KIz < + co. 
CIs) 
Fig. 1 
[n the cases when the parameter sensitiyity of a time-constant or a damping 
ratio are inyestigated, it is necessary to extend the root-locus method for the 
positive feedback or the change of negative yalues of the parameter under 
inyestigation. This extension gives the generalized root-locus method. It can 
be applied for the determination of the inyerse root-loci, too [1]. The generali-
zation of the constructional rules of the usual root-locus method is helpful to 
estimate qualitatively the places of root-loci. 
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For the open loop system of Fig. L the transfer function IS 
z z 
II(s - =;;) II Cl; -< '/1; 
Y(s) k=1 Kiz --pn---- =K" k=1 (1) p 
TJ(s - pJ 17 D[ -< b[ 
i=1 i=1 
where =1" . =k,' . =z are the zeros and Pl" . pi,' . Pp are the poles of the transfer 
function Y( s) and KJz is the oycrall gain [2]. The constructional rulcs of root· 
loci for negatiyc and positiYC feedback arc contained in Table L The nomcncla-
ture of Equ. (1) and Table 1 is illustrated on Fig. 2. 
Table 1 
Type of feedback Positive 
-----------------~--~----- --~-- -----------
Equation determining root-loci 
Angle condition 
:Jlagnitude condition 
The root-locus places on the real-axis if 
the joint number of poles and zeros on 
the right of the point under investiga-
tion is 
1'(s) -1 
Z 
""i'l: = = __ Y.180-' 
1:=1 
where __ Y = 1. 3. 5. . .. 
K r. 
odd number 
1'(s) = 1 
where JI = O. L 2. . .. 
IJDi 
c'-cn number 
p z p 
oom==18l)-Angle ()am of setting out from pole Pm 
z 
",., 
~il: 
k=l 
""0, 0 - "",., "'0 ~ ~ urn - ~ /1: - ~ i 
;=1 1:=1 i=1 
Angle Yam of setting in into zero =m 
Angle 'Y. of assimptotes of root-loci 
Intersection of assimptotes on the real 
axis Xi) 
Intersection of root-loci on the real 
axis x 
'Y.= 
z p 
2'; 'r - "'Oi 
k=l 
where .:\' = L o ,)~ .)~ ... 
p 
"'" t:i x - Pi 
i¥m 
z p 
:-'vii/= 2-";"1: - .:::ft'Oi 
k=1 i=1 
h'#m 
where J1 O. 1. 2 •... 
=0 
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Fig. 2 
2. Parameter sensitivity by root· locus method [3] 
For the rigid feedback system of Fig. 1, the characteristic equation 
(i.e. Equ. for root-loci) can he written 
yes) = G(s) = _ 1 
H(s) (
",\ 
-) 
The variable parameter under investigation can exist in a nonrepeatecl 
factor of G(s) or H(s). The results obtained for rigid feedback system can he 
generalized. 
2.1. Time-constant sensitivity [4] 
The variable time-constant mav he "\v-ritten as 
where T11) is the fixed component andlT1 is the variable component of T I • 
Assuming that Tl occurs in the numerator: 
G(s) (4) 
where G1 (s) is by definition the original term excluding factor (1 T1s). 
Substituting Equs. (3) and (4) into Equ. (2) and trallsscribing the latter 
Gl (s) sLlT l 
--"'-'-'------"- = - 1 (5) 
Go (s) + H(s) 
where Go(s) = G1(s) . (1 TlOs). 
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If denominator H(s) contains the variable time-constant, then the equation 
Df root-loci is 
HI (s) sL1TI 
G(s) + Ho(s) 
= -1 (6) 
Equs. (5) and (6) permit plotting of the root-loci as a function of L1TI for th~ 
range of values - co < LlTI < co. 
2.2. Second order time-constant sensitivity 
The variable second order time-constant may be written as 
(7 ) 
where T 20 is the fixed component and .:1T2 is the variable component of T 2• 
Assuming that T2 occurs in the numerator G(s): 
(8) 
where G2 (s) is hy definition the original term excluding the factor containing 
T2 • Substituting Equ. (7) into Equ. (8) 
where 
(10) 
Lea ving out of comideration the final term of Equ. (9) 'I-hicll is possihlc if 
JT2 0.1 T20 is valid, the characteristic equation is thE' following: 
\ 
sJ 2; s.dT2 
1 (11) 
Go (s) H(s) 
If denominator H(s) contains the variable second order time-constant 
then the equation of root-loci is 
T~.'() ') ');- ;t T s _" s.'.J ., 
,~ -
1 (12) 
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Equs. (11) and (12) permit plotting of the root-loci as a function of .::1T2 for 
the range of values 
(13) 
2.3. Damping ratio sensitivity 
The variable damping ratio may be written as 
(14) 
where :0 is the fixed component and L12; IS the variable component of 1;. 
Assuming that; occurs in the numerator G(s) Equ. (8) can be applied. Substitut-
ing Equ. (14) into Equ. (8) 
G(s) = Go (s) 2T2 J; sG2 (s) (15) 
where Gu(s) is given according to Equ. (10). Substituting Equ. (15) into Equ. 
(2) the characteristic equation can be found as follow:;:: 
Go(s) + H(s) (16) 
If denominator H(s) contains the variable damping ratio, th(,11 the equa-
tion of root-loci i:;: 
H2 (5) 2T2 sJ: 
G(S) Ho (5) 
1 (17) 
Equs. (16) and (17) permit plotting of root-loci a:;: a function of J!; for 
the range of values = < .12; < = mathematically, but for practical case;,; 
th,~ values -:0<.::1;<5 are satisfactorv. 
3. Application of the method hy POLCOMP. Examples 
A meful characteristic of POLCOlVIP is that by its application for trac-
ing root-locus plots - which would otherwise require considerable calculating 
and designing work - can be carried out within a short time. The model of 
the transfer function of the examined control system can be built up according 
to Equ. (1) on the machine [1]. The picture of the POLCOlVIP is shown on 
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Fig. 3. To illustrate the suggested method, let us consider a simple feedback 
system for ·which the open loop transfer function is 
(18) 
where T 1,T2 , ~- lllay he expressed according to Equs. (3), (7), (14) and the 
fixed components are Ell 90, TIll = 1 sec, T2f1 = 10 sec, (0 = 0.5. 
Gain (I() scnsitivity of the system was determined according to equation 
1 
1 (19) 
Equ. (19) ·was programmed and soh-ed on the machine and the obtained 
root-locus plot is shown on Fig. 4 where poles of the closed loop s~-stelll 
(PI,2 = 0.95jI80~ 580,) are marked at ...-alue EO' 
Time constant (TI) sensitivity of the system was determined according 
to Equ. (5) as fo110·W8: 
--------~~--~~----~-= -1 (:20) 
Equ. (20) was programmed and solved on POLCO:JIP and the resulting 
root-loci are shown on Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 
Time-constant (T2 ) sensitiyity of the system was determined according 
to Equ. (12) as follows: 
----~----~~~------------= - 1 (21) 
(1 
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Fig. 6 
Equ. (21) was solved on the machine and the obtained root-loci are 
shown on Fig. 6. Considering condition (13) the curves are marked belonging 
to values -1 < LlT2 < 1 with thick lines. 
Damping ratio (0 sensitivity of the system was determined according 
to Equ. (17) as follows: 
(22) 
Equ. (22) was solved on POLCOlVIP and the resulting root-loci are shown 
on Fig. ;). 
* 
Thc author expresses his warm thanks to Prof. F. Csaki for valuable suggestions aIld 
ad \·ices. 
Summary 
The paper suggests the generalized root-locus method for sensitivity investigation of 
linear control systems. The varieties of dynamic characteristics of the closed loop system can 
be examined by the application of the described method when one of the time-constants or 
damping-ratios of the open loop system is changing. The paper presents examples for a quick 
application of the method on analogue machine POLCOl\IP. 
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